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ABSTRACT
Through this paper we are trying to convey that there is a need of unified body language framework so that we can
infer and reveal the underlying emotions. We can apply a verity of psychology inspired body language features to
describe bodily emotion through posture. With the advancement in Affective Computing there is progress in the field
of facial, vocal and physiological emotion detection. Humans communicate primarily through bodily movements.
But the detection of emotion through the body is limited and the development in this field is comparatively down
because of the absence of the proper equipments and coding scheme’s, dedicatedly designed and prepared for
bodily movement expression. A lot of researchers criticize to work on body expressions. However, work-done by the
psychologist’s provide knowledge and shows the bright side by presenting that the emotions shown by the body are
as accurate as we get them from face. Recent researches in automatic bodily emotion detection have also shown
promising results. The primary purpose of this review is to provide positive view and prepare a platform for emotion
detection using bodily emotions. We will look at Laban Movement Analysis as a prominent and a promising method
for movement representation in this field.

Keywords: Affective Computing Unified Body Language Framework, Gesture Recognition, Facial
Action Coding System, Gestures.
I INTRODUCTION
Communication is an important aspect of daily life; it helps us to connect with others as individuals or as groups.
Without communication life would be non-existent, we communicate to others verbally and non-verbally. It helps us
in the development of relationships, education and work. But when we communicate, our communication is less
than 20% verbally; percentage is ranging from 55% to 80% when we communicate through non-verbal behavior.
First ever research done on human emotion, was done by W. James [1] in the year 1884. From that time and till now
a lot work has been done by the psychologist and provided us with the knowledge about the origin[2,3] and
categorization[4,5,6,3] of emotion. The study of emotion has moved from psychology to computing, remarked by
the book of Picard[7], which created a new field called Affective Computing. This book provides us with standards
and ideology to create smart and intelligent emotion detecting system. The influence of emotion detection covered a
wide range including medicine[8], education[9], health[8] and at a grater extent in Human Computer
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Interaction[10,11]. Usually emotion detection system takes input either in the form of audio, image or visual and
then provides appropriate results produced according to the input given. Visual emotion detection was established
by the classical study of Darwin[12]. Using the visual detection, Darwin gave us an idea of how emotions can be
recognized from face and body; it created two broad fields for detecting emotions: facial and bodily emotions.
Scientists and researchers have shown a keen interest to work on facial expression[13]. Detection using facial
expression has a successful history due to the work done by Ekman and Friesen who introduced us to Facial Action
Coding System (FACS)[14]. This system has provided us with the standard and outlines for facial emotion
detection[15], and using this system a lot of face recognition and facial emotion detection system have been evolved.
As compared to the facial expressions bodily expression were not addressed by the researchers. Ekman stated that
bodily emotions could not indicate the emotions of a person whereas facial expressions can be read and understand
by most of the people, most of the scientists agreed with him[16,17]. Most researchers have a notion that emotion is
only the secondary signatures. Most of the work done in emotion detection, facial expression covers the major
proportion while the bodily expression has only a minute proportion. Most of the researchers don’t even consider
bodily expression.
Whereas psychology support the bodily expressions by providing evidences [18] and nonverbal communication
gestures[19]. Bodily expressions are important as inferred from the evidences [20,13] and they are as important as
facial expressions. The evidences provided but the psychology made scientist and researchers to ponder over it again
and work in this area of emotion detection. This survey will cover two primary purposes. Firstly, we will re-view
evidences that support the importance of human body, in opposing with face for emotion recognition. Secondly to
study the existing emotion detection system that works on bodily emotions. Finally, the paper will give some
discussions and suggestions about how to effectively use bodily expression as a signal for building emotion
recognition systems.

II AFFECTING BODY EXPRESSION
The human body plays a significant and an important role in expressing the emotions felt by the person, which can
be used for emotion detection. There has been a lot of study and work-done on non-verbal communication and
human behavior. The detection of emotions felt by a person can be studied in two ways either by the facial
expression (a lot of work-done) or by the bodily movements and gestures. According to Darwin[12], his studies
inferred that along with the facial expression, human body movements and the gestures made also represent the state
of mind and the emotions of a person. Both facial and bodily gestures can be taken into account for affect detection.
Body gestures include hand movements, shoulder position, torso alignment, head position and leg movements.
Working alone on the body posture (hiding hand and face) we can predict the emotions of a person accurately, the
results found are accurate as we get it form the analysis of facial expression as stated by Walter and Walk[18].
Meeren et al.[21] stated that the facial expression and the body movements are related and their affect on each other.
Similarly, if we work on each body part individually we will get to know about the emotions felt by the person not
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exact but almost correct and each body part is somehow connected to some or the other emotion[13,22]. According
to the fact that the body parts have a posture that’s static or our body has a static configuration. Posture is usually
defined by the position and orientation of specific body parts. Orientation can be relative. Mehrabian [20] et al. he
used a few global descriptors such as relative orientation of a partner during a conversation, closeness or openness
and symmetry of body limb. Harrigan et al. reported that human body posture can be decoded using the following
common descriptors: trunk lean (upright, forward or backward), trunk orientation (facing, turned), arms and leg
positions and configurations.

Processing
Input

Human Body
Posture

Output

Representing
Body Posture

Emotion
Classification

Result

Fig. 1 Phases of bodily emotion detection system
As compared to the static gesture detection as lot of work and research has been done in the field of dynamic
configuration. According to the primitive research done we have found that every motion and position of human
body can express the emotions felt by the person for example: interested/bored, agreed/disagreed, defensive etc
Bull[24]. Lagerlof worked on recognizing the emotions felt by kids and he did experiments on 4-year-old children,
and he found that children too show emotions according to their likes and dislikes and revealed that, children can
distinguish four emotions: anger, fear, joy and sadness[25].

III GESTURE REPRESENTATION AND DETECTION

Fig.2 (a) Defensive standing position; (b) Closed body and closed attitude; (c) Open
body and open attitude
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Every movement is not a gesture but every gesture is a movement. While communicating or interacting with a
person either a face to face or telephony a person shows gestures and movements which represents his/her mind
state and emotional level. Gestures can be intentional or fake. A lot of research suggests that in a verbal
communication a person uses hand and arm to express his thoughts. These gestures can be can be categorized as the
following: emblems, illustrators and adaptors[26,27].
Emblems are gestures that help the speaker used to express their meaning to the listener. They are conventional
symbols that convey the meaning i.e. folding hands – defensive, showing palm – stop etc[28].
Illustrators are the gestures that a person uses or they are just accompanied in the verbal communication. It includes
simple and repetitive movements; these movements might be related to the communication. It can be further divided
into: deictic, iconic and metaphoric gestures. Deictic includes pointing towards an object and expressing themselves
to the listener. Iconic and metaphoric are gestures that represent inherited qualities of an object or action such as
representing the object and mimicking etc[29].

Fig. 3 (a) Raised steeple; (b) Lowered steeple.
According to the recent work done by Dael [30], a new system has been proposed that would provide the coding of
body and body-parts positions, movement and communicative intent of gestures. The Body Action and Posture
Coding System (BAP), it includes wide range of coding approaches to study emotions by using a multilevel coding.
The anatomical level is used to specify which body parts are concerned by a movement. Available articulators are
the neck, the trunk (including spine and chest), the upper and lower-arms (including shoulders, elbow, wrist and
fingers) and the legs. The form level describes the form of the movement of a set of articulators.
Scientifically gestures can be divided into two broad fields static and dynamic gestures. Gesture recognition and
detection is a process of recognizing and interpretation of the input (static and dynamic gestures) provided which is
evaluated over the time.

IV BODY POSTURE EMOTION DETECTION
Due to insufficient knowledge of body posture very little work is done in the field of postural emotion detection.
Schindler et al.[9], stated that according to his study he found that emotions shown by the body posture can be
understood using the low-level visual data, without using the posture representation method. They took images of
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body posture, and then turned the problem into object recognition. This approach of considering the body posture as
an object and then decoding the emotions is reliable. Using this method which included low level processing alone
the system still had a recognition rate of 81.6%. They stated that there model can be extended further by using
motion analysis which can be taken from the model of action perception [31]. To the best of my knowledge, to
present, this is the only work that detects emotion directly from postural images.
In contrast, Kleinsmith et al. [32,33] suggested an approach that detects postural emotion by building a complicated
representation of human body parts. This approach captures exact position of different body parts and therefore, can
produces richer feature set. 24 features were generated directly from distances and angles between body parts (e.g.
head, shoulder, and elbow). The results were accurate, 70% of affective postures were correctly classified.
Unfortunately, this work did not include an automatic process for generate these features. This study is more
valuable than the work of Schindler et al. [9].

TABLE 1
Expressive elements of posture.
Emotion
Anger
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
Pride
Fear
Disgust
Boredom

Body Posture
Head backward, no chest backward, no abdominal twist, arms raised forwards and
upwards, shoulders lifted.
Head backward, no chest forward, arms raised above shoulder and straight at the
elbow, shoulders lifted.
Head forward, chest forward, no abdominal twist, arms at the side of the trunk,
collapsed posture.
Head backward, chest backward, abdominal twist, arms raised with straight forearms.
Head backward or lightly tilt, expanded posture, hands on the hips or raised above the
head.
Head backward, no abdominal twist, arms are raised forwards, shoulders forwards.
Shoulders forwards, head downwards.
Collapsed posture, head backwards not facing the interlocutor.

4.1 Method for Detecting Body Expressions
Emotion detection looks familiar to the gesture recognition if we are not using the motion representation methods
and this approach is similar to the approach of Schindler [9]. A lot of work and research has been done on gesture
recognition but we haven’t used automatic gesture recognition techniques. Researchers have directly process each
segment of bodily motions alone instead of mapping emotions with the gestures. By using the motion capture
equipment’s the study on bodily movements has reached to new platform which provide better, reliable and efficient
results [34]. The most widely used equipment is the VICON system, it uses magnetic markers on the joints and on
the body to get and create a 3d image of the body. Using this device, Bernhardt and Robinson [35] developed a
model for emotion detection from day today life. Complex motions were classified primitively into motion
primitives. Feature representations were done with the help of the motion primitives and then this output serves as
the input for SVM-based classiﬁer. The system gave classiﬁcation result at 81% .Using the artificial neural network
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in this classification will provide classification results above 90%. Kapur and Virji-Babul [36] used the VICON
system with only 14 markers in place of standard number of markers (the standard system regularly has more than
30 markers) that made the problem more sophisticated and hard. This experiment was done on 40 acted videos that
constitute the recognition of emotion: joy, anger, sad and fear. Even though they have used only 14 markers but the
results were promising and provided results with 93%.
Motion emotion representation is an issue which was raised a long time back i.e. even before when the computers
came into existence. Methodology used for coding on movement are: the Bernese system [37,38], Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA) and Labanotation [39,40]. LMA is the best methodology used for bodily emotion detection.

4.2 Expressing Emotions through Movement and its Analysis
The study of nonverbal movements is called as Kinesics. It argues that the body movement is enough to reveal the
underlying emotional state. Both objective (using motion-capture data) and subjective studies showed that velocity,
acceleration and jerk are movement variable that are particularly affected by an emotional state. Kinesics has a-lot of
focus on the orientation and movement of the whole body. Angry movements tend to be large, fast and relatively
jerky, while fearful and sad movements are less energetic, smaller and slower, so it’s easy to understand the
underlying emotional state of a person. Kipp and Martin (2009) [41] et al. stated that there is a correlation between
the handedness and emotion: for two hand-righted actors, the right hand was more used when experiencing anger
and the left hand when experiencing relaxed and positive feelings.
LMA is used by most of the scientists to work on the unified representation method to analyze bodily movements.
LMA is a method used to observe, describe and notating the human movement. LMA consists of four components:
Body, Effort, Shape and Space. Body: it focuses on the structural states of human body, movement of body parts.
Space: it focuses on the movement the pathway used by the person. Effort: it focuses on the dynamic attribute of the
body and attitude of movement i.e. swift, fast, jerky or slow. Shape: describes the changing forms that body. A
significant characteristic of LMA is that it captures emotional state of a human according to his/her movements.
Camurri [42,43] and the Info Mus Lab et al. worked on the emotion detection from dance and music performers,
using a regular 2-D camera [22,10,12]. They used a four-level framework to work on and focused on Effort
component. Experimental results revealed that the framework provided the same results as they got from the
spectators [44]. In contrast, to the best of my knowledge, there has not been any work dealing with Body
component. LMA still shows it’s great possibly to be extended to use in emotion detection.

V CONCLUSION
In this paper, through evidences from psychology, we got an idea that tells us that there is a significant role of
human body expression in emotion detection. We have discussed about the existing approaches that are used for
automatic emotion detection which provided us with a new notion that we should have a unified framework for
motion representation so that we can infer and reveal the underlying emotions. There is a need to work a-lot in the
field of bodily emotion as we are lacking if compared to facial emotion detection. In fact, according to a general
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overview we have not worked on the human body in emotion detection, regardless evidences from psychology. As
we have a framework for facial emotion detection FACS[14], we need to have a similar framework that provide us
with all necessary tools so that we can get a unified bodily movement representation framework. However, recent
approaches in applying Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) for emotion detection are promising, although only a part
of LMA is implemented.
According to our survey we have found that, the emotion detection was done in two ways: Firstly, we used image to
detect emotions, using the low-level visual data [9] and by building a complicated representation of human body
parts [32,33] the results were satisfactory 81.6% and 70% respectively. The results found by Kleinsmith [32,33]
were more important as the affective postures were correctly classified. Secondly, we used the motion capture
equipment to create a new platform to get reliable and accurate results. We used classifiers [34] and artificial neural
networks [35] to get more efficient results, 81% and 90%
Using the psychological studies and the research done till now, we will be working on multimodal interaction so that
we can infer the emotion of the people while they interact or work. The work will be based on bodily movements
excluding the facial expression, as we have inferred from the above discussion that the body movements also reveal
the underlying emotions.
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